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Abstract
Direct mass measurements of short-lived Cs and Ba isotopes have been performed
with the tandem Penning trap mass spectrometer ISOLTRAP installed at the on-
line isotope separator ISOLDE at CERN. Typically, a mass resolving power of




Cs were measured for the rst time. A least-squares adjustment
has been performed and the experimental masses are compared with theoretical
ones, particularly in the frame of a macroscopic-microscopic model.





On-line mass spectrometry. Penning trap. Least-squares adjustment of data.
Macroscopic-microscopic mass model calculations.
(submitted to Nuclear Physics A)
1 Introduction
The binding energy of the atomic nucleus is one of the most fundamental
properties of such a many-body system. Accurate mass data serve as testing
grounds for nuclear models and stimulate their further improvement. Further-
more, systematic investigation of the binding energy as a function of proton
and neutron number allows the direct observation of nuclear properties like
pairing, shell and subshell closures, as well as deformation eects, and leads
to a deeper understanding of nuclear structure. Large eorts are presently de-
voted, at several nuclear physics laboratories around the world, to apply new
mass spectrometric techniques, such as time-of-ight, Smith-RF or Schottky
mass spectrometry, for the accurate mass determination of short-lived isotopes
far from the valley of beta stability [1].
A particularly successful approach has proven to be the use of a Penning trap
as a mass spectrometer. Here we report on results obtained by ISOLTRAP
which is a Penning trap mass spectrometer installed at the on-line mass sep-
arator facility ISOLDE at CERN in Geneva. During its rst decade of opera-
tion ISOLTRAP has been steadily improved and presently oers an accuracy
in mass determinations of 10
 7
or better. It is applicable to all ion beams
available at ISOLDE of isotopes with half-lives down to about one hundred
milliseconds.
Highly accurate mass measurements far from stability have to date been car-
ried out on isotopic chains of alkali and alkali earth isotopes [2,3], on rare
earth isotopes [4] and most recently on neutron decient mercury isotopes
and isotopes of various elements in the vicinity of
208
Pb [5,6].





Ba. Typically, the masses
were determined with a resolving power of R  600 000 and an accuracy of
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Ba have been measured for
the rst time. The measurements have been carried out in several beam times
spread over a period of several years. In the present paper the complete set of
results will be presented and discussed, including the results of the very rst
series of measurements already published [2] and the data on
123;125;127;131
Ba
published recently [4]. Except for the latter barium isotopes all data were
included in the latest update of the mass tables of 1995 [7]. The adjustment
procedure will be discussed as well as the large impact of the ISOLTRAP
measurements on the general evaluation of atomic masses. The mass data will
be compared with the results of nuclear mass models. Work will be presented
in which the ISOLTRAP data have been used for a local adjustment of a
macroscopic-microscopic mass formula.
2 The Principle of Penning Trap Mass Determination
The ion storage method has become a widely applied technique. The theory
of the Penning trap and its applications are described in detail in a number
of publications [8{13]. Therefore only a brief description will be given here,
concentrating on the principle of Penning trap mass spectrometry as applied
in the case of ISOLTRAP.
Charged particles are stored in a Penning trap by a superposition of a homo-
geneous magnetic eld and an axial electrostatic quadrupole eld. The motion
of an ion conned in such an ideal trap can be described as a superposition
of three independent harmonic oscillations: an axial oscillation with frequency

z
along the magnetic eld lines and two circular motions perpendicular to
the magnetic eld with frequencies 
+
(reduced cyclotron motion) and 
 
(magnetron motion). All frequencies depend on the trapping voltage but in a
uniform magnetic eld and a pure quadrupolar electrostatic eld the sum of













It has been shown that by using a radio-frequency (RF) azimuthal quadrupole





[12,13]. If the ions are initially prepared in a pure magnetron orbit the
application of such an RF eld at this frequency 
c
with well chosen amplitude
and interaction time T
RF
will convert the ion motion in the radial plane into a
pure cyclotron motion. This is accompanied by a large increase in the kinetic
energy in the radial plane, which is used to detect the resonance by a time-of-
ight technique [14]: The ions are ejected from the trap after excitation and
are allowed to drift through the fringe eld of the magnet to a channel plate
3
detector where the time of ight is measured. During their adiabatic passage
through the inhomogeneous part of the magnetic eld the radial energy gained
by the RF excitation is converted into axial energy. This leads in resonance
to a reduction in the time of ight from the trap to the detector.
The resolving power of this experiment is determined by the interaction time
T
RF
with the RF eld. In the measurements reported here the interaction time
was generally chosen to be T
RF
= 0.9 s. This corresponds to a Fourier-limit
of about 1.2Hz for the half-width of the cyclotron resonances and a resolving




(FWHM)  600 000 for nuclides in the mass region
of interest here. In o-line measurements a resolving power of R  8 000 000
was obtained for stable Cs by using a longer interaction time (T
RF
= 12 s)
and a correspondingly lower amplitude for the RF excitation. The resolving
powers given here correspond to mass resolutions of m(FWHM)  200 keV
and m(FWHM)  13 keV, respectively.
3 Experimental Setup and Procedures
The tandem Penning trap mass spectrometer ISOLTRAP was rst installed at
the on-line mass separator ISOLDE-II at CERN. After the move of ISOLTRAP
to the new PSB-ISOLDE facility [15], a number of mass measurements in the
cesium and barium isotopic chains have been repeated and new determinations
have been performed.
Figure 1 is a schematic of the setup as it was used for most of the measurements
reported here. It consisted of two main parts, each adapted to a well dened
task. The rst part was a Penning trap in an electromagnet. Its purpose was
to prepare the radioactive ions for the mass measurement. The second part,
a high-precision Penning trap in a superconducting magnet, was used for the
actual mass measurement. The drift tubes above the second Penning trap and
the ion detector were used for detection of the cyclotron resonance. A detailed
description of the apparatus can be found in [16]. A recent modication is
presented in [17].
The mass measurement started with the collection of the radioactive ions
delivered by the ISOLDE on-line mass separator. The ions were implanted
into a rhenium foil placed below the rst Penning trap. Then the foil was
turned and heated by a pulsed current. In this way the radioactive atoms
were released and surface-ionized. The resulting ions were trapped and cooled
by collisions with a buer gas. Simultaneously the ion motion was centered in
the trap by a quadrupole excitation [13,18]. This centering technique is mass
selective and removes isotopic contaminations delivered by the mass separator.
The ions were then ejected from the trap and transferred to the second trap
4
by an ion optical system. Here the ion pulse was captured in ight [19]. The
remaining isobaric contaminations were removed by exciting their cyclotron
motion using a dipole electric eld at their reduced cyclotron frequency 
+
.
Subsequently the ion motion was excited by the azimuthal quadrupole RF eld
used for the mass measurement. For the detection of the cyclotron resonance
the ions were ejected into the drift section and their time of ight from the
trap to the detector was observed. Some 20 ions were detected in each cycle
and the mean value of their time of ight was determined.
This cycle was repeated with dierent excitation frequencies, scanning the
expected resonance frequency. The determination of the mean time of ight
as a function of the applied frequency yields a resonance curve as shown in Fig.
2, in which several scans have been added to obtain sucient statistics. This
example shows the cyclotron resonance of
118
Cs. The measurement took 25min
and corresponds to a total of 4300 detected ions. The width of the resonance
is 
c
(FWHM)  1.2Hz corresponding to m(FWHM)  180 keV and to
a resolving power of R  640 000.
A Gaussian was tted to the resonance data, as shown in Fig. 2. This yields









 5  10
 8
. A t by
the true theoretical line shape having small side bands [13] does not change
signicantly the value of the center frequency of the resonance but improves
slightly the statistical accuracy. In view of the larger estimated systematic
error, of a maximum of 1  10
 7
(see below), a t by a Gaussian is regarded as
sucient.
The magnetic eld has to be known in order to use eq. (1) to convert the
measured frequencies into mass values. This was determined by frequently
measuring the cyclotron frequency of a reference nuclide with a well known
mass before, during and after an on-line run. In this way the uncertainty due
to a possible drift of the magnetic eld of the superconducting magnet was
kept well below 1  10
 7
.
Finally, for each nuclide under investigation the mean value r of the ratios of
the cyclotron frequencies r = 
ref
= of all runs, and its error, was calculated.
To account for the sum of systematic errors due to an incomplete correction of
magnetic eld drifts and possible mass dependent eects that arise in an on-
line experiment, an estimated systematic error of 110
 7
is added quadratically
to the error of the averaged frequency ratio [16].
The frequency ratio r and its error is the nal direct result of an ISOLTRAP
mass comparison. It can be converted into an atomic mass value m by multi-
plying the frequency ratio with the atomic mass of the reference isotope m
ref
5
and taking into account the electron mass m
e
by







The contribution of the binding energy of the electron is small compared to
the total error of the present measurements and therefore neglected.
4 Measurements
The mass measurements on unstable Cs and Ba isotopes reported in this pa-
per were performed in seven dierent runs, rst at the on-line mass separator
ISOLDE-II and later at the PSB-ISOLDE. In runs #6 and #7, a modied
ISOLTRAP setup has been used where the electromagnet housing the rst
Penning trap has been replaced by a superconducting magnet [17]. Dier-
ent projectile/target combinations for production of radioactive nuclides were
used as well as tantalum and tungsten for surface ionization of the reaction
products. Table 1 summarizes these data together with the investigated nu-
clides. The isotope
133
Cs was chosen as reference mass for the calibration of
the magnetic eld. The reason for this is twofold: rstly, this nuclide has a
mass number which lies near the middle of the investigated mass range. This
minimizes possible calibration errors [12]. Secondly, an auxilliary ion source
for this stable nuclide was available, so that measurements on the reference
could be performed without using the ISOLDE mass separator. All in all, the
masses of 41 cesium and barium isotopes were determined, most of them in
several runs and under dierent conditions (Table 1).
The analysis of the data and a series of test measurements showed that, be-
sides the magnetic eld variations described above, the only frequency shifts
with an amplitude larger than 10
 7
are due to contaminations of the investi-
gated nuclides by other nuclear species with dierent masses [20]. These shifts
are due to the Coulomb interaction of two ion species having dierent mass-
over-charge ratios m=q stored simultaneously in the trap. It was found [20]
that when the mass dierence between the two components is comparable
to the line width of the cyclotron resonance, the RF-eld interacts with the






and a single resonance is observed with
the same line width as in the case of a one-component ion cloud. N denotes
the number of stored ions. In the case of larger mass dierences two cyclotron
resonances are observed which are always broadened and both shifted towards
lower frequencies. The size of the shift is directly proportional to the number
of contaminating ions.
In the experiments discussed here we attempted to remove all contamina-
tions. Nuclides with mass numbers dierent from the one investigated are
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largely suppressed by the ISOLDE mass separator. The remaining impurities
are removed in the rst Penning trap by the mass selective cooling process
[18]. Therefore only isobars and isomers have to be considered as possible
contaminants.
4.1 Contamination by Isobars
Since the ions are surface ionized in the ion source of the ISOLDE mass sep-
arator as well as on the foil in the rst trap, only isobaric contamination by
barium isotopes have to be considered in the cesium measurements and vice
versa for the barium measurements.
For the cesium measurements the lower ionization potential of this element,
as well as its shorter diusion time out of the collection foil, suppressed the
isobaric barium contaminations. Therefore the ISOLDE ionizer in the mass
separator and the collection foil were operated at low temperatures.
For the measurements of neutron-rich barium isotopes the shorter half-life of
the cesium isobar allowed its presence to be reduced by introducing a suitable
delay between collection and the start of the measurement. In addition, a
cleaning procedure was performed in the second trap to remove any remaining
contamination. By using a dipole eld at 
+
to excite their cyclotron motion
any remaining isobaric impurities were radially ejected from the trap before
the excitation of the investigated isotope was started. This cleaning procedure
was especially important for the neutron-decient barium isotopes which decay
into their cesium isobars during the collection in the ionizer foil.
4.2 Contamination by Isomers
Whereas none of the investigated barium isotopes have isomers with half-lives
longer than one second, twelve of the cesium isotopes investigated have long-
lived isomers. In the studies reported here the cleaning process mentioned
above was not applicable for isomers because of the small mass dierences
between the ground and the isomeric states.
In the case of cesium isotopes with mass number A = 123, 124, 130, 134, 135,
136 and 138 the large dierence in half-lives between ground and isomeric
states was employed to avoid contamination. After the collection of the activity
on the foil the start of the measurement was delayed by several half-lives of
the shorter-lived state to let it decay.
In the case of
122
Cs it was possible to determine the excitation energy of the
7
isomeric states. The isotope
122
Cs has two nuclear states with measured half-
lives of 21 s and 3.7 min. Before our work it was assumed [21] that the short-
lived state was the ground state and the excitation energy of the isomer was
unknown. The cyclotron resonance of the pure 3.7 min activity was measured
in this experiment after a delay of 2 min to let the 21 s state decay. Other
measurements were started immediately after collection, thus having nuclei in
both states in the trap.
The measured resonance lines are shown in Fig. 3, in the upper part for the
pure T
1=2
= 3.7 min state and in the lower part for the mixture. In the latter
case, the contamination led to a positive frequency shift of about 0.5 Hz,
corresponding to a lower mass. It is interesting to note that the two resonances
have the same width and the same time-of-ight reduction amplitude. This
indicates that all ions in the trap contribute to the resonance and the center
of gravity of the stored ion cloud is excited.
Since the (T
1=2
= 3.7 min)-state has the low cyclotron frequency it can be
concluded that the (T
1=2
= 21 s)-activity is the ground state. To obtain the
excitation energy of the isomer, the cyclotron resonances were measured with
dierent delays between collection and start of the measurement. The result
is given in Fig. 4, where the shift of the resonance frequency relative to the
cyclotron frequency of the pure 3.7 min isomer is plotted versus the delay time.
The dashed line is the result of a t to the data under the assumption that it
is the resonance of the center of gravity that is detected. The free parameters
of the t, i.e. the excitation energy E

of the isomer and the relative intensity
ratio R
mg
of the isomer to the ground state at time zero, are found to be E

=
135(14) keV and R
mg
= 0:9(0:2).
For the cesium isotopes with A = 117 - 121 the half-lives of the ground state
and of the excited isomer are nearly equal. Therefore, it was not possible to
apply the procedure described above. As in the case of
122
Cs the width of
the measured cyclotron resonances and the time-of-ight eect show no sign
of contamination. It was concluded that in these cases the excitation energy
of the isomer is smaller than the energy corresponding to the resonance line
width and that the center of gravity was detected. Therefore, a correction can
be applied to derive the ground state mass. We follow the procedure discussed












is calculated from the measured mass m

, the production ratio R
mg
of isomer
to ground state and the estimated excitation energy E

. The mass corrections
m = m

 m to be applied to
117 121
Cs isotopes are given in Table 2. The
values of R
mg






derived from recent systematics of isomeric excitation energies [23]. It can be
noted that these energies (estimated independently from the present work)
as well as the known isomeric excitation energy E

= 68.5(3) keV in
121
Cs are
smaller than the width of the cyclotron resonance of about m(FWHM) 
180 keV. This is consistent with the observation of a single narrow resonance
which does not show a line broadening and a reduction of the time-of-ight
eect as it would be expected for larger mass dierences.
5 Cyclotron Frequency Ratios
Table 3 compiles the ratios of the cyclotron frequencies of the investigated
and the reference isotopes as obtained in run #1 { #4 with the ISOLTRAP
mass spectrometer installed at the ISOLDE-II on-line isotope separator. The
two uncertainty values given are the statistical error and the total error which
includes the estimated maximum systematic error of 1  10
 7
. Marked by an
asterix are isotopes for which a cyclotron frequency ratio was measured in
more than one run and where column 2 gives the weighted average of these
ratios. In all cases excellent consistency was observed between the results from
the dierent runs within the limits given by the systematic error.
Table 4 lists the results of 14 measurements performed at the new PS-Booster
location (run #5 { #7) after complete dismounting and reassembly of the
ISOLTRAP spectrometer. Since the most important contributions to the es-
timated systematic error of 1  10
 7
of run #1 - #4 and of run #5 and #6 are
uncorrelated, the overlapping data for six isotopes in Table 3 and 4 are treated
as independent measurements. A very good agreement between the mass val-
ues determined at ISOLDE-2 and the PS-Booster ISOLDE is observed except
for
140







As can be seen from the uncertainties listed in Tables 3 and 4, the quality of
the cyclotron frequency determination is independent of the mass dierence
between the isotope under investigation and the reference isotope. This was
checked for extreme cases of large mass dierence at ISOLDE-II [5] and at









. The experimentally determined ratio (also given












) = 1:700651167(18)(171), where the rst
error indicates the statistical uncertainty and the second includes also the
systematic one. The experimental ratio agrees within the error bars (+0:8)
with the accepted values [7].
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6 Mass Values
The experimental frequency ratios as given in Table 3 and 4 are the nal di-
rect result of an ISOLTRAP mass comparison. From these ratios mass values
are readily derived by use of eq. (2) together with the adopted mass value for
the reference isotope ME(
133
Cs = 88075:7(3:0) keV [7]. In column 3 of Ta-
ble 5 the results are given for all cesium and barium isotopes investigated by
ISOLTRAP. In the cases of
117 121
Cs isomeric corrections have been applied
according to Table 2. For comparison the results of the 1986 mass evaluation
[24], for which Penning trap data had not yet been available, are given in
column 4. Since then ISOLTRAP data have been used for several mass eval-
uations [25,7] which will be discussed in detail below. The result of the most
recent mass update of 1995 [7] is given in column 5 of Table 5.
It is interesting to compare the directly obtained Penning trap mass values
with the mass predictions of the 1986 evaluation [24]. Figures 5 and 6 show in
the upper parts the dierence between the 1986 mass values (zero line with
error band) and the Penning trap data (points with error bars) for the cesium
and barium isotopic chain. A systematic deviation is observed for neutron-
decient Cs and, less pronounced, for neutron-rich Ba isotopes. Strong dis-





6.1 Mass adjustments with the ISOLTRAP Data
A rst preliminary global adjustment was performed including only the Pen-
ning trap data of run #1 published in a letter [2]. In the 1993 mass evalu-
ation [25] the data of the rst four runs (run #1 - #4) were included. The
ISOLTRAP data were used completely for the 1995 mass update [7], with
exception of the very recently published data on
123;125;127;131
Ba [4].
For the mass adjustments the frequency ratios have to be converted into linear
relations between the masses of the nuclides as explained and given in detail
in Appendix A. The linear equations obtained are then entered into a general
adjustment calculation (least-square adjustment) that takes account of all
experimental information on nuclear masses available [25]. In this way can all
the information contained in the measurements be extracted, the consistency
with other data be checked and the impact on the nuclear mass landscape be
evaluated.












Ba all discrepancies could be resolved as will be
discussed below.
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6.2 Treatment of discrepancies observed in a preliminary global adjustment
The mass of the isotope
135
Cs was determined prior to the trap measurements




Cs. The Q-value for
135
Cs was
given in a conference abstract without any quoted error [26] and not published










reported [27]. This measurement has the largest inuence on the mass value
of
135
Cs in the 1993 adjustment, is in very good agreement with the Penning
trap value and is in strong disagreement with the value derived from [26]. The
latter data was therefore excluded from the 1993 atomic mass evaluation and
the 1995 update.
In the case of
130
Cs our value is determined from two dierent runs that





Cs from ref. [28]. If our value for
130
Cs is used, several (not severe)
inconsistencies in this region vanish. The Q-value of [28] was in conict with
all measurements determining the mass value of
130





Cs determined in the same publication. The reason for the strong
disagreement was the estimated error of the Q
 
-value [28] of only 4 keV. This
error was assumed since no errors were given in the publication. However,
in [28] not a pure 
 





-decays. The Q-value for the 
 
-branch was obtained from the dierence
between the sum spectrum and the highly energetic 
+
-component. Since




) of 50 keV was assumed for the further adjustments. This removed
all discrepancies for this isotope.
For
128
Ba the discrepancy was due to the work of Debenham et al. [29]. There




Ba was determined by a (p, t) re-
action. Since they could not resolve the ground and excited state of
128
Ba in
the measured tritium spectrum, the error of this measurement was increased
by adding their estimated correction quadratically to the quoted error before





Ba there was a conict between dierent input values. In
the case of
141





Ba and two on
141
Cs. The conict was due to a third
measurement on
141
Cs [30]. In this work only the endpoint energies of the
measured spectra were given. These values were erroneously used as Q-values
in the older evaluation of masses [24]. Since
141
Cs does not decay into the
ground state of
141
Ba, the excitation energy (48.5 keV) of the level to which
it decays has to be added to the endpoint energy to obtain the Q-value. A
recent remeasurement of this decay energy by the same group [31] conrms
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this result.
In the case of
142
Ba its mass is now determined by six measurements. The
two Penning trap data agree with three of the other measurements and are in
conict only with [32] where the Q-value of
142
Ba was determined with high
precision. No obvious error could be found in this work and its result was still
kept as an input datum for the mass adjustments.
With the ISOLTRAP measurements a series of accurate data are now avail-
able. Within the mass adjustment this allowed to check earlier direct mass
measurements performed with magnetic spectrometers in this mass region. It
appeared from a careful analysis of the Orsay \triplet"-mass spectrometric
data [33] and those of the St. Petersburg on-line prism mass spectrometer [34]
that the actual uncertainties of both measurement procedures are 2.5 times
the previously claimed uncertainties. Therefore, this consistency factor was
used in the 1995 adjustment [7] for increasing the uncertainties of these input
data, instead of the factor of 1.5 already applied in the 1993 mass evaluation
[25].
6.3 Comparison of ISOLTRAP data with adjusted results
The adjusted results [7] are given in column 5 of Table 5. In addition, the
sum of inuences IF brought by the Penning trap data is given in column 6.
This value is the percentage of the contribution of these data [35] to the de-
termination of the mass values in the adjustment. From Table 5 it can be seen
that in 18 cases of the 41 measured masses the inuence of the ISOLTRAP
data is greater than 50%, increasing to 21 cases when the not yet adjusted
masses of the three light odd barium isotopes are taken into account. For 8
isotopes it is between 20% and 50%. The remaining ones include eight mea-
sured values which have no inuence on the global adjustment. Nevertheless
these ISOLTRAP data agree very well with the adjusted values determined
by other very accurate mass measurements. This conrms our assumption on
the maximum systematic error of 1  10
 7
during on-line measurements.
It is interesting to note the eect of the ISOLTRAP measurements on the nu-
clide
133
Cs used here as a reference isotope. Table 5 shows that its precision is
signicantly improved by the present data: as much as 45% of the information
on its adjusted mass value is derived from the ISOLTRAP measurements.
Therefore, the mass values given in Table 5, which have been obtained via
Eqn. 3, should always be quoted together with the mass value used for the
133
Cs-reference.
The impact of the ISOLTRAP data on the recent atomic mass 1995 update
[7] is directly visualized in Fig. 5 and 6 by comparing the plots in the upper
12
(1986 mass adjustment, without ISOLTRAP data) with the lower part (1995
mass adjustment, with ISOLTRAP data). The adjusted values represent the
zero line and their errors are given as an error band. The data points are
the dierence between the direct Penning trap mass values (Table 5) and the
adjusted mass values of all available and accepted mass data. Note again that
the isotopes
123;125;127;131
Ba published recently [4] are not included in the 1995
mass update.
It is clear that the errors for the neutron-decient cesium isotopes and the
neutron-rich barium isotopes have been signicantly reduced and that a very
consistent picture of the mass surface in this region has resulted. This is due
to the very high and consistant accuracy of the ISOLTRAP data, even for
isotopes far from stability, and demonstrates the high reliability of the data
obtained by Penning trap mass spectrometry.
6.4 Comparison with mass formulae
All nuclear models and mass formulae rely on input from experiment: The
experimental data serve to adjust the parameters of the models and at the
same time to check the results of the calculations. Figure 7 shows as an example
the comparison of the data presented in this paper with some current mass
formulae.
In the top of Fig. 7 the dierence is given between experimental and calculated
masses for the model of Janecke and Masson [36]. This mass formula belongs to
a class of models based on the so-called Garvey-Kelson relations [37]. Due to its
very strong connection with experimental values in an extreme single particle
picture this model reproduces most successfully the experimental masses but
it has a very limited predictive power for nuclei far from stability [38]. In fact,
a signicant systematic deviation between theory and experiment is observed
only for the very neutron-rich cesium and barium isotopes.
The next set of pictures shows the dierences between the experimental masses
and those calculated by a new macroscopic-microscopic parametrization [39]
with only 10 parameters that can easily be calculated. In spite of its simplicity
it gives satisfying results except for a large odd-even staggering for the neutron-
rich cesium and proton-rich barium isotopes.
The third set of pictures in Fig. 7 shows the comparison with the macroscopic-
microscopic model of Moller and Nix [40,41]. This model is a combination of a
single-particle shell-model based on a folded-Yukawa potential and a collective
liquid-drop or droplet model. From the plot in Fig. 7 it can be seen that the
predicted values deviate not in a statistic but in a systematic manner from
the measurement. Especially signicant deviations are observed close to the
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shell closure at N=82.
The plots shown at the bottom of Fig. 7 compare the experimental masses
with the extended Thomas-Fermi model of Pearson et al. [42]. This model
avoids the arbitrary division in a macroscopic and a microscopic part by cal-
culating both gross and single particle eects from the same Skyrme force.
The authors of this model admit that it is not yet in its nal state, but its
global agreement with experimental masses is nearly as good as that of the
macroscopic-microscopic models. In the cases of cesium and barium the eect
of the shell closure at N=82 is again overestimated, the treatment of the pair-
ing of nucleons shows deciencies for nearly all neutron-rich cesium isotopes
and rather strong discrepancies are observed for the most neutron decient
cesium as well as for the most neutron-rich cesium and barium isotopes.
In [38] a comparison of the predictive power of dierent nuclear models was
performed by comparing their predictions of nuclear masses unknown at the
time of calculation with the results obtained in later experiments. Not sur-
prisingly, the models of the Garvey-Kelson type were attested to deliver poor
predictions, whereas the models with a more rm physical basis keep their
admittedly larger errors constant when extrapolating to more exotic nuclei.
6.5 A macroscopic-microscopic mass formula - prediction of masses and de-
formations
The models of the macroscopic-microscopic type combine a liquid-drop model
and a shell model of the nucleus. While the rst one describes the general
behaviour of nuclear properties (varying smoothly with N and Z), the second
one introduces the quantum-mechanical behaviour of nuclear shells with shell
corrections. The characteristic odd-even variations of nuclear properties are
accounted for by a pairing correction. The shell corrections are usually calcu-
lated according to the Strutinsky prescription [43] and pairing corrections in
the spirit of the BCS theory of superconductivity. The single-particle energies
calculated from a given nuclear potential serve as an input to both corrections.
We have performed calculations in the frame of such a model. Our aim was
to investigate the quality of the model predictions that can be achieved if
only a local adjustment of selected model parameters is performed. Similar
calculations to those presented here have already been performed for rubidium
and strontium isotopes and are discussed in detail in Ref. [3]. A brief discussion
of the investigations for these isotopes and for those of cesium and barium has
also been given in [44]. Therefore, we will summarise the principles of these
calculations and describe particular details of the calculations on cesium and
barium isotopes.
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For the macroscopic part of the model we use the Yukawa-plus-exponential
model [45] in the specic form of [46]. The microscopic part is based on the
deformed Woods-Saxon single-particle potential [47]. We assume only axially-
symmetric deformations of the nucleus and develop the nuclear surface in
terms of multipoles with deformation parameters 

. The determination of
the minimum of the total potential energy in a suciently large deformation
space f

g gives the equilibrium deformation of the nucleus. In view of the ex-
pected octupole deformation of the neutron-rich Cs and Ba isotopes [48,49] a
six-dimensional deformation space f

g, =2,3,4,5,6,7 has been chosen. The
residual pairing interaction is treated in the Lipkin-Nogami approach [50]. Our
calculations proceed as follows: For every nucleus considered we determine the
equilibrium deformation from the shape-dependent parts of our mass formula,
assuming certain values for the two free parameters r and t of the eective
pairing gap [40]. As a next step we adjust the volume asymmetry parameter

v
, the charge asymmetry parameter c
a
and the overall parameter c
0
of the
macroscopic part [46] to obtain the smallest root-mean-square (RMS) devia-
tion between the theoretical and all known experimental masses in one isotopic
chain. The values of all other macroscopic parameters are taken from [46] and
are held xed. The two steps - the nding of the equilibrium deformation and
the adjustment of the macroscopic parameters - are consecutively repeated
for dierent sets of the pairing parameters r and t until a minimum RMS
deviation from the experimental mass values is achieved.







are in good agreement with those found
in [46], where a global adjustment of the model parameters was performed,
and with the ones found in a mass calculation in the heavy-nuclei region [51].
The response of the model to a change of the pairing parameter t was found to
be soft. The parameter r is of the same order of magnitude as that obtained
by Moller and Nix in their global adjustment [40].
Our calculations conrmed the existence of odd-multipole deformations for
the neutron-rich Cs (N=85 - 94) and Ba (N=86 - 92) isotopes. The values of
-deformations for even-even Ba isotopes are (except for N=94) in agreement
with [48]
10
and for odd-A Cs and Ba isotopes with [49]
11
.
Figure 8 gives a comparison of the theoretical mass values with the experi-
mental ones. The deviations from experiment exhibit a regular behaviour. The
main source of these deviations lies probably in both pairing and shell correc-
tions. It is seen that in the vicinity of N=82 the discrepancy between theory
and experiment is increasing, probably due to the deciency of the pairing
correction close to magic numbers. The model description is also worse for the
10
calculation for even-even nuclei only
11
calculation for odd-A nuclei only
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lightest isotope of cesium, which might be due to the one-particle instability
of this nucleus. The present results (RMS(Cs) = 238 keV, RMS(Ba) = 227
keV) are in a better agreement with experiment than those of comparable ap-
proaches shown in the lower part of Figure 7. This is not too surprising since
the local adjustment is restricted to one isotopic chain and a larger deforma-
tion space is used here.
Extending the analysis of nuclear ground state properties, we would like to
compare the nuclear quadrupole deformation values 
th
2
, as predicited by the
locally adjusted model, with those deduced from other experiments. For the
isotopic chains discussed here, data are available from optical isotopic shift




Further information is provided by hyperne structure measurements, from
which spectroscopic quadrupole moments Q
s








values result from the minimisation procedure of the total nuclear
energy as discussed above. The values for 
IS
2
have been re-calculated in a
uniform way from the mean-square nuclear charge radii dierences hr
2
i ob-




scopic quadrupole moments Q
s
presented in Refs. [52], [53], [54] and [55]. The
mean-square charge radii dierences hr
2
i were corrected for the contribution
of higher radial moments according to the prescription given in [56].






















between the mean-square charge radius hr
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as a measure of the static as well as the dynamic
deformation.
The intrinsic nuclear quadrupole moment Q
0
is related to the spectroscopic
moment Q
s









where I is the spin of the nucleus. Then, from Q
0































= 1:2 fm; (6)
where Z denotes the atomic and A the mass number. This formula corre-
sponds also to the second-order expansion of the exact macroscopic (volume
integral) quadrupole moment expression calculated with the same nuclear ra-






as described above is of course model dependent.
As already stated, the -information obtained from IS and Q
s
is the measure




the quadrupole deformation of the nuclear potential. It has been shown in










deformations. Furthermore, since 
IS
2
is lacking a sign, we take the modulus
of the theoretical 
2
and the experimental 
Q
2
-values for comparison. Such a









are plotted as a








As expected the deformation parameters derived from the microscopic-macroscopic
model by tting the experimental masses and the deformation parameters ex-
tracted from the IS and Q
s
data agree well for strongly deformed nuclei. For

















fairly well. This is not always the case for Cs nuclei, where the iso-
topes with N=69, 71 and 73 have 
Q
2
values greater than 0.4 (not included in
Fig. 9) and the 
Q
2

















are measures for static deformations, 
IS
2
is also sensitive to vibrations
leading to a larger deformation parameter deduced from IS measurements.
All deformation parameters should approach each other with the increase of




calculated under the assumption of strong coupling under-
estimates the "true" deformation in the case of transitional nuclei, as can be
clearly seen in the example of I = 13=2 isomers of mercury [60].
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7 Conclusions
High-accuracy mass measurements on Cs and Ba isotopes have been per-
formed with the ISOLTRAP mass spectrometer at the on-line mass separators
ISOLDE-II and PSB-ISOLDE. The masses of 41 isotopes were determined in-






Ba which were measured for the
rst time. For these isotopes an accuracy of the mass measurements of about
1  10
 7
corresponding to 14 keV was achieved. The spectrometer was oper-
ated with a resolving power of typically 600 000 due to the limited beam time
available for these on-line experiments. In o-line measurements a resolving
power of  8 000 000 was obtained in this mass region.
The data of the ISOLTRAP spectrometer have been used for several least-
squares adjustment of all available mass data. During this procedure a num-
ber of wrong mass values have been found in the 1986 mass tables [24]. The
uncertainties of the mass values especially for isotopes far o stability could
be signicantly reduced due to the high accuracy of the Penning trap data.
The comparison of the experimental data with the predictions of mass formu-
lae shows disagreements exceeding the experimental errors by up to two orders
of magnitude. A better agreement could be achieved by adjusting the param-
eters of a macroscopic-microscopic model locally for one isotopic chain. For
strongly deformed nuclei the quadrupole deformation parameters 
2
deduced
from the macroscopic-microscopic model used for tting the mass values are
in a good agreement with those from isotope shift data and from spectroscopic
quadrupole moments. For transitional nuclei discrepancies are observed which
are not surprising. A lot of work is still needed on the theoretical side to close
the gap between mass predictions and experimental values.
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of the cyclotron frequency 
ref
of the reference isotope and the cyclotron
frequency  of the investigated isotope. These frequency ratios correspond to









where m and m
ref
denote the atomic mass of the investigated and reference
isotope and m
e
is the mass of the electron. The binding energy of the valence
electron can be neglected.
In order to use the results of this work in the standard least-squares method
for the evaluation of masses [61], the frequency ratios r have to be recast into
linear relations between the mass excess of the unknown and the reference
isotope. Equation (A.2) can be written in the form













with ME and ME
ref
denoting the mass excess and A and A
ref
the mass
number of the isotope with unknown mass and the reference isotope (all masses
are expressed in atomic mass units). We now dene C as a rounded three-digit








rounded to three digits
: (A.4)
This leads to the desired result






(r   C) +m
e










The averaged frequency ratios in Table 3 (run #1 - #4) and those in Table
4 (run #5 and #6) are converted in Table 7 and Table 8 into linear relations
between atomic mass excesses in order to derive adjusted masses. These equa-
tions have been added to the ensemble of equations obtained from reaction
data, decay energies, or other mass spectrometric data.
In performing preliminary least-squares adjustments, several discrepancies
were observed as discussed in Section 6. They were subsequently corrected
or taken out by the evaluators of atomic masses in their 1993 mass tables [25]
and the 1995 update [7].
In the 1993 atomic mass evaluation [25], the results of runs #1 - #4 (Tables
3 and 7) were included. For the 1995 mass update [7] the 10 data of runs #5
and #6 given in Tables 4 and 8 were added. Also the new estimated isomeric
excitation energies discussed above have replaced the older ones.
The results from the least-squares t on this set of data are given in column
5 of Table 5 for the adjusted mass values and in column 3 of Tables 7 and 8





Ba) no adjustment is necessary and the
output value is identical to the input one (\secondary" data). Column 4 in
Tables 7 and 8 gives the consistency of the ISOLTRAP data with the adjust-
ment, dened as the ratio of the deviation v of the trap data from the adjusted
values divided by the uncertainty s of the Penning trap values.
The signicances of the ISOLTRAP data, or total inuence of these data on
all masses are given in the last columns of Tables 7 and 8. The \secondary"
data involving
122m
Cs (as an average of 2 equations appearing one in table 7,






Ba have 100% signicancy and each of
these nuclides receives 100% inuence from the corresponding datum.
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Figure 1
Experimental setup of the ISOLTRAP mass spectrometer as it was installed at
the ISOLDE-II and PS-Booster ISOLDE on-line isotope separator at CERN
up to 1994. The lower part shows the rst Penning trap (used for cooling
and bunched ejection of the radioactive isotope under investigation) in an
electro magnet. The precision trap applied for mass determination (upper
part) is installed in a super-conducting solenoid. The ion detector on top of the
apparatus is used for the time-of-ight detection of the cyclotron resonances.























Cs as obtained from the mean time of ight of
the ions from the trap to the detector as a function of the frequency of the




(FWHM) of this measurement is






Cs which has two long-lived nuclear states with
T
1=2
= 3.7min and T
1=2
= 21 s. Top: Resonance of the pure (T
1=2
= 3.7min)-
component. Bottom: Resonance obtained with nuclei in both states stored
simultaneously in the trap. Note that the line width (FWHM) and the reduc-
tion of the time of ight in resonance (TOF) are identical in both cases.
FWHM = 1.1 Hz
TOF     = 13 %
FWHM = 1.1 Hz










Cs as a function of the delay between collection of the sample and




= 3:7min) is the cyclotron frequency of
the pure long-lived component. The dashed line represents a t to the data
yielding an excitation energy of the isomer of 135(14) keV, and a ratio of
R
mg
= 0:9(2) for the population of the isomeric relative to the ground state.
In this way the 21 s half-life state is determined to be the ground state.
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Figure 5
Comparison of the masses for cesium isotopes as calculated from the cyclotron
frequencies with the adjusted masses. The dierence is plotted versus the mass
number. The adjusted masses represent the zero line and their uncertainties
are indicated by the error band. The error bars of the data points are the
uncertainties of the Penning trap mass measurements. Top: dierence relative
to the data of the 1986 mass tables [24] which include no ISOLTRAP data.
Bottom: dierence relative to the data of the 1995 mass tables [7] where now
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Figure 6
Same as Fig. 5 but for barium isotopes. Note that the Penning trap data on
123;125;127;131
Ba [4] are not included in the 1995 mass update and therefore no
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Figure 7
Comparison of the experimental adjusted masses for Cs (left) and Ba isotopes
(right) with various nuclear mass formulae. The dierence is plotted versus the
mass number. The adjusted masses represent the zero line and their uncertain-
ties are given by the error band. The models are from top to bottom: Janecke
and Masson [36], Duo and Zuker [39], Moller et al. [40,41], and Pearson et
al. [42]. For each model the RMS deviation is given in the gure.
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Figure 8
Comparison of theoretical mass values calculated in the present work with
experimental values. Experimental uncertainties are only indicated in the case





Comparison of theoretical 
th
2
values (), as obtained by a macroscopic-microscopic




tope shift measurements (4) and values 
Q
2
from hyperne structure studies
(). The values 
th
2







values is shown as part of the symbols.



























Table 1: Target, projectile and surface ionizer used for the production and
mass determination of radioactive Cs and Ba isotopes at the mass separators
ISOLDE-II and PS-Booster ISOLDE in dierent runs. In all cases, a rhenium
foil was used in front of the ISOLTRAP mass spectrometer in order to stop
the ISOLDE ion beam and to create a secondary thermal ion beam for capture
in the rst trap.
Run Target Projectile Ionizer Investigated Isotopes

























new cooler trap #6 La p W
117;119;120;122;125
Cs




Table 2: Corrections to be applied to the masses measured by ISOLTRAP due
to a mixture of nuclei in the ground and isomeric states. The half-lives and
spins of ground and isomeric state are indicated. Estimates are marked by #.
The corrections E

and their uncertainties (E

) are taken from the 1993
mass adjustment [25] and the 1995 mass update [7]. In the case of
117 120
Cs
the assignment of the ground and isomeric states is not certain but based on
systematic trends of neighboring nuclides.
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Table 3: Cyclotron frequency ratios r = 
ref
= for Cs and Ba ions relative to




as obtained with ISOLTRAP at ISOLDE-II.
The investigated isotopes are listed in the rst column. Superscripts x and y
denote isotopes for which a mixture of ground and isomeric state has been
investigated. In column 2 the frequency ratios are given. The uncertainties
given in column 3 are the statistical errors. The total error given in column
4 includes the estimated maximum systematic error of 1  10
 7
. Marked by
an asterix are isotopes for which a cyclotron frequency ratio was measured
in several runs and for which a weighted average of these ratios is given in
column 2.




























Cs 0.924814994 (31) (97) *
124
Cs 0.932333566 (29) (98)
125
Cs 0.939838867 (43) (103)
126
Cs 0.947360862 (17) (96) *
127
Cs 0.954869743 (14) (96) *
128
Cs 0.962396420 (20) (98) *
129
Cs 0.969907961 (30) (102) *
130
Cs 0.977436943 (14) (99) *
131
Cs 0.984951639 (32) (104)
132
Cs 0.992483259 (38) (106)
134
Cs 1.007533781 (29) (105)
135
Cs 1.015052405 (20) (103)
136
Cs 1.022586421 (32) (107)
137
Cs 1.030109000 (17) (104) *
138
Cs 1.037662754 (25) (107)
139
Cs 1.045204564 (31) (109) *
140
Cs 1.052758215 (27) (109) *
124
Ba 0.932354954 (70) (116)
126
Ba 0.947374381 (61) (112) *
128
Ba 0.962400730 (32) (101)
138
Ba 1.037619346 (20) (106)
139
Ba 1.045170598 (28) (108) *
140
Ba 1.052707906 (17) (107) *
141
Ba 1.060260775 (46) (116)
142
Ba 1.067800211 (26) (110) *
143
Ba 1.075355959 (47) (117)
144
Ba 1.082897612 (36) (114) *
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Table 4: Cyclotron frequency ratios r = 
ref
= for Cs, Ba and Ra ions rela-




as obtained with ISOLTRAP at the
PS-Booster ISOLDE. The investigated isotopes are listed in the rst column.
Superscripts x and y denote isotopes for which a mixture of ground and iso-
meric state has been investigated. In column 2 the obtained frequency ratios
are given. The uncertainties given in column 3 are the statistical errors. The
total error given in column 4 includes the estimated maximum systematic
error of 1  10
 7
.




















Cs 0.939838844 (42) (103)
140
Cs 1.052758368 (19) (107)
141
Cs 1.060303236 (52) (118)
142
Cs 1.067859351 (57) (121)
123
Ba 0.924858523 (36) (99)
125
Ba 0.939874523 (27) (98)
127
Ba 0.954897403 (20) (98)
131
Ba 0.984962860 (40) (106)
141
Ba 1.060260814 (50) (117)
142
Ba 1.067800287 (48) (117)
226
Ra 1.700651167 (18) (171)
36
Table 5: Mass excesses as determined by ISOLTRAP. Column 3 lists mass
values obtained by combining the frequency ratios given in Table 3 and 4
with the value ME = 88075.7(3.0) keV [7] for the mass excess of the reference
isotope
133
Cs. Corrected for isomeric contamination (cf Table 2) the data are
compared to the mass values listed in the 1986 mass tables (without any
Penning trap data) [24] and those of 1995 (with all Penning trap data except
for
123;125;127;131
Ba) [7]. The half-lives are taken from Ref. [23]. The last column
gives the sum of inuences IF of all the Penning trap measurements in the
determination of each mass value in the 1995 atomic mass evaluation [7].
Marked with # are those isotopes for which mass values were not known or




Mass Excess [ keV ] IF [%]
(from [23]) this exp. 1986 adj.[24] 1995 adj.[7] [7]
117
Cs 8.4 s {66472 (54) {66260 (180) {66470 (50) 100
118
Cs 14 s {68414 (12) {68270 (130) {68414 (13) 99.8
119
Cs 43.0 s {72309 (14) {72240 (100) {72311 (14) 97
120
Cs 61.2 s {73893 (11) {73820 (80) {73888 (10) 89
121
Cs 155 s {77135 (14) {77110 (60) {77143 (14) 88
122
Cs 21.18 s {78143 (18) {78140 (60) {78132 (16) 83
122
Cs 3.70 m {78010 (10) isomer {78009 (10) 100
123
Cs 5.87 m {81048 (12) {81070 (40) {81049 (12) 97
124
Cs 30.9 s {81742 (12) {81740 (40) {81743 (12) 91
125
Cs 45 m {84080 (9) {84113 (17) {84091 (8) 66
126
Cs 1.64 m {84349 (12) {84347 (24) {84349 (12) 99
127
Cs 6.25 h {86243 (12) {86243 (12) {86240 (9) 49
128
Cs 3.640 m {85933 (12) {85928 (6) {85932 (6) 20
129
Cs 32.06 h {87498 (13) {87506 (5) {87501 (5) 12
130
Cs 29.21 m {86903 (12) {86853 (8) {86903 (8) 46
131
Cs 9.689 d {88077 (13) {88076 (6) {88063 (5) 15
132
Cs 6.479 d {87155 (13) {87171 (5) {87160 (3) 0
133
Cs stable reference {88086 (5) {88075,7 (3) 45
134
Cs 2.0648 y {86887 (13) {86906 (5) {86905,9 (3) 0
135
Cs 2.3 My {87574 (13) {87662 (7) {87587 (3) 0
136
Cs 13.16 d {86356 (13) {86354 (5) {86344 (4) 0
137
Cs 30.07 y {86554 (13) {86556 (5) {86551,1 (3) 0
138
Cs 33.41 m {82892 (13) {82896 (22) {82893 (10) 48
139
Cs 9.27 m {80709 (13) {80710 (7) {80707 (4) 0
140
Cs 63.7 s {77051 (9) {77053 (16) {77056 (9) 78
141
Cs 24.94 s {74480 (15) {74472 (16) {74479 (10) 45
142
Cs 1.689 s {70526 (15) {70538 (20) {70521 (11) 47
123
Ba 2.7 m {75659 (12) {75560(300) # {75590(300) # 100
124
Ba 11.9 m {79094 (14) {79140(300) # {79095 (14) 100
125
Ba 3.5 m {79665 (12) {79550 (250) {79530 (250) 100
126
Ba 100 m {82675 (14) {82770(200) # {82676 (14) 100
127
Ba 12.7 m {82818 (12) {82790 (100) {82790 (100) 100
128
Ba 2.43 d {85400 (13) {85470 (18) {85410 (11) 81
131
Ba 11.50 d {86687 (13) {86714 (7) {86693 (7) 23
138
Ba stable {88266 (13) {88272 (5) {88267,2 (3) 0
139
Ba 83.06 m {84914 (13) {84924 (5) {84919,3 (3) 0
140
Ba 12.752 d {83289 (13) {83273 (12) {83276 (8) 37
141
Ba 18.27 m {79734 (10) {79732 (21) {79730 (8) 65
142
Ba 10.6 m {77843 (10) {77847 (20) {77828 (6) 37
143
Ba 14.33 s {73939 (14) {73979 (28) {73945 (13) 76
144
Ba 11.5 s {71776 (14) {71840 (50) {71780 (14) 93
226
Ra 1.600 ky 23678 (22) {23662.6 (2.7) 23662.3 (2.5) 3
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Table 6: Adjusted parameters of the microscopic-macroscopic model used in
this work. A comparison is made with the macroscopic parameters from refs.








[MeV] r [MeV] t
This work, Cs: 1.937 0.25 4.1 1.45 0
This work, Ba: 1.955 0.31 4.1 2.2 9
Ref. [40,46]: 1.927 0.212 4.4 3.3 0
Ref. [51]: 1.962 0.33 4.4 { {
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Table 7: Results of the conversion from cyclotron frequency ratios given in
Table 3 into linear relations for mass adjustment. The equations representing
the ISOLTRAP data are listed in the rst column, where the symbol for the
nuclides refer to their mass excesses. The second column gives the experimental
values for these relations in u. Their adjusted values in the least squares t in
the 1995 Atomic Mass Evaluation [7] are given in the third column. In column
4 the relative deviations v=s between measured and adjusted values are given
as their dierences v divided by the uncertainty s of the experimental value.
The last column gives the signicance S [35] of the present data in the new
adjustment. The "Partial Consistency Factor" [61] of this set of data is 0.95.
40
Cesium




















































































































































Cs 25347 (15) 25342 (14) {0.4 93%
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Table 8: Results of the conversion from cyclotron frequency ratios given in
Table 4 into linear relations. These data refer to more recent independent
measurements performed at the PSB-ISOLDE. For description of the dierent
columns see Table 7. The "Partial Consistency Factor" [61] of this set of data
is 0.92.
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Cs 25270 (16) 25275 (11) 0.3 47%
Barium








Cs 17420 (16) 17431 (7) 0.8 17%
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